
Get centered, get focus and get ready for
your ride. Practice that smooth pedal
stroke to start warming those legs up.

SONG :  ALL  I  WANNA DO

ART IST :  SHERYL  CROW

Part 3 of 3 for this hill. Start with that heavy
resistance you have on there and switch
between intervals of 3 and 1. When you're
ready, pick it up for 20 seconds. Take 20
seconds to rest. Take gear off. Head to the
saddle. Pick it up for 20 seconds. Take 20 off.
Then head back to 3 to repeat. You are
removing that resistance each time you take
a seat. Don't lose all that resistance in the first
few turns. Stay challenged!

SONG :  GETT IN '  J IGGY WIT  IT

ART IST :  WILL  SMITH

This next part of the workout is about
moving, grooving and sweating. For this
song, we'll continue working up that sweat! 
Have enough gear so you're not propelled
out of that saddle. Spend one minute with
those jumps from 1-2 on a 4 count pace.
Then take it to a jog in 2 for a minute. Then
head back to those jumps to finish the song.

SONG :  GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT

ART IST :  C + C MUSIC  FACTORY

Our theme of movement continues with a
hill. Spend 15 seconds in seated climb, add
that gear and go to 45 seconds in the 3
standing climb position. Then turn that gear
up and head back to seated climb for 30
seconds there. Add some more resistance.
Now it's time for 30 seconds in 3. Give
another turn of that resistance to spend 15
in a seated climb. Head back to 3 for 45
seconds. Again, you can challenge yourself
by picking it up on that chorus when
Christina starts singing about being a genie
in a bottle!

SONG :  GEN IE  IN  A  BOTTLE

ART IST :  CHR IST INA AGUILERA

 

Let's take it to jumps on a hill -- so hands moving
from that one position to three position. Make
sure there's a little more gear than those jumps
from one to two. Keep transitions smooth in and
out of the saddle. As you tire, keep reminding
yourself to sit nice and light!

SONG :  POS ION

ART IST :  BELL  B IV  DEVOE

Last push of those legs! Let's work longer intervals
than those other movements we've done.
Resistance wise: can you keep your Tabata
resistance? At the :40 second mark, pick it up for
35 seconds. Then pick it up again at the 1:25 mark
for another 60 seconds. Take another deep
breathe and start again at the 3:05 mark and pedal
to the end of the song. It's less than a minute!

SONG :   M ISS ING ( TODD TERRY REMIX ) ,

ART IST :  EVERYTH ING BUT THE G IRL

At-Home Spinning
CREATED BY  INSTRUCTOR KAT IE
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If you are nice and warmed up, head to a jog
in 2. Every minute, add some gear to see if
you maintain that same speed for 15
seconds. Then take that gear off and go
back to your original jog pace.

SONG :  RUMP SHAKER

ART IST :  WRECKX - N - EFFECT

Are you ready to endure a long hill? Take a
seated climb, starting at 80 RPM if you have
a monitor. Every 45 seconds, give that
resistance a nice, solid turn so you feel a
change under those feet. When Britney
starts belting that chorus, pick it up to feel
that spike in the heart rate. Britney is only
part one of this hill.

SONG :  . . . BABY ONE MORE T IME

ART IST :  BR ITNEY SPEARS
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Time for a standing climb in 3. Keep those
hips back and let that saddle lightly tap your
glutes. Again, keep adding every 30-45
seconds until you get to your top of the hill.
For that added bonus, pick it up when TLC
starts talking about chasing those
waterfalls! Remember, you can always take
this hill seated.

SONG :  WATERFALLS

ART IST :  TLC

Time for some tabatas with Ricky Martin!
That interval is 20 seconds on, 10 seconds of
rest. Remember you want moderate
resistance on for that 20 seconds so you get
that heartrate pumping and then bring it back
down on that 10 seconds of rest.

SONG :  L IV IN '  LA  V IDA LOCA

ART IST :  R ICKY  MART IN  

 

Final work of our moving on that bike. Spend 10
seconds resting in position 3. Then do a jog on a
hill in position 3 for 20 seconds. Have moderate
resistance, keeping your body weight over the
pedals. After 20, pull the speed back to crank up
the resistance to 30 seconds in a seated climb.
Be near the top of your resistance for this piece.
After the first interval, pull that resistance back
to where you need to be for a jog on the hill.
Then go back to your 10 seconds of rest, 20-
second jog and 30 of a hill.

SONG :   MOTOWNPHILLY  

ART IST :  BOYZ I I  MEN
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I'm feeling a bit nostalgic this week so this workout is all about my favorite
decade of music: the 90s! could probably do dozens of 90s themed classes,
but I pulled this one entirely from the album "Now: That's What I Call the 90s."


